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Gamma-ray binaries are a rare subclass of high mass binary systems, where the non-thermal
emission peaks in the gamma-ray regime. Two scenarios have been proposed to explain the
production of the emission; in the pulsar wind scenario the compact object is proposed to be
a rapidly rotating pulsar, and the emission originates from particle acceleration that occurs at
the shock that forms between the pulsar and stellar wind; in the microquasar scenario emission
originates from a relativistic jet. In the pulsar wind scenario, the particle acceleration is normally
assumed to occur at the apex of the shock, but hydrodynamic simulations have shown that a
second shock could occur due to Coriolis forces. Since gamma-gamma absorption will strongly
attenuate TeV emission originating from the apex of the shock, this may imply that it originates
from this second shock region. We have undertaken a full calculation of the gamma-gamma optical
depth around the gamma-ray binary LS 5039, to investigate whether gamma-gamma absorption
may introduce observable features that could be used to constrain the location of the gamma-ray
production.
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1. Introduction

2. Gamma-gamma absorption
The optical depth of a gamma ray of energy 𝐸 𝛾 , due to gamma-gamma absorption is given by
[12]
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where ℓ is the distance over which the gamma ray should travel, Ω is the solid angle over the target
photon field, 𝜖 is the energy of the target photons, 𝜇 = cos 𝜃 where 𝜃 is angle between the gamma ray
and target photon directions of propagation, 𝑛 𝜖 (𝜖, Ω) is the number density of the target photons,
and the cross-section, 𝜎𝛾𝛾 is given by
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A small number (< 10) of high mass binary systems show persistent non-thermal emission
which peaks (in a 𝜈𝐹𝜈 distribution) at gamma-ray energies. Collectively know as gamma-ray
binaries, these sources are observed up to TeV energies, and show variable emission on their orbital
periods. All sources consist of an O or Oe/Be type star with a compact object in the mass range of
a neutron star or black hole [see e.g. 1, 2]. For two sources, PSR B1259-63 and PSR J2032+4127,
pulsed radio and/or gamma-ray emission has been detected, indicating the compact object is a pulsar
[3, 4]. While a pulsed signal has not been detected from the other sources, they all have smaller
binary separations, and the pulsed radio emission would be absorbed in the stellar wind [e.g. 5]. A
microquasar and pulsar wind scenario have been proposed to explain the observed emission. In the
microquasar scenario, the gamma-ray emission originates from a relativistic jet, while in the pulsar
wind scenario the emission arises from the interaction of the shock that forms between the pulsar
and stellar wind [see e.g. 1, 2, and references therein]. The similarity between gamma-ray binaries,
favours the idea that all systems are powered by a young pulsar, but arguments can still be made for
a microquasar scenario [e.g. 6].
In the pulsar wind scenario the majority of the emission is often assumed to originate from the
apex of the shock that forms between the pulsar and stellar wind, but hydrodynamic simulations
have shown the formation of a secondary shock further out [7, 8] which suggests a second location
for the production of very high energy gamma-rays [9]. Since gamma-ray emission is assumed
to be produced by inverse Compton scattering of the photons from the companion star, this same
photon field will be a target for very high energy gamma-rays which would be attenuated by gammagamma absorption [as previously investigated by, e.g. 10, 11]. The magnitude of the gamma-gamma
absorption, and the influence it will have on the shape of the high energy and very high energy
spectrum, depends on the distance of the gamma-ray emission region from the companion star and
we are, therefore, investigating whether this may introduce an observable signature that could be
used to constrain the location of the gamma-ray production region. Here we present initial results
from this investigation, considering the results for LS 5039.
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We assume that the target photons originate from the companion star, and and their spectrum is
described by a blackbody distribution. The gamma-gamma absorption is calculated by considering
the interactions over all solid angles, assuming the star is a sphere.

3. Inverse Compton Spectrum

4. Results
The gamma-gamma absorption has been calculated for the region around the gamma-ray
binary LS 5039, up to 20 times the binary separation. This system consists of a O6.5 V((f)) star and
unknown compact object, in a 3.90603 day orbit (𝑒 = 0.24) [15, 16]. Adopting the solution from
[16], the phases of inferior and superior conjunction are 𝜙inf = 0.64 and 𝜙sup = 0.06, respectively.
The absorption maps are shown in figure 1 for an inclination angle of 𝑖 = 13◦ and 𝑖 = 64◦ . Since
the measured mass-function for the system is 𝑓 = 0.0049 M [16], for an assumed mass for the
O star of 22.9 M [15], this corresponds to a mass for the compact object of 𝑀𝑐 = 7.3 M and
𝑀𝑐 = 1.6 M , respectively. For the smaller inclination angle, the absorption remains similar
throughout the orbit, while for the higher inclination angle, the absorption changes from negligible
near inferior conjunction to over 90% absorption around superior conjunction.
We modelled the very high energy light curve via inverse Compton scattering assuming an
inclination of 𝑖 = 64◦ (neutron star compact object), calculating the light curve assuming the
emission is produced at the stand-off shock and at a point at 15 times the binary separation. The
electron spectrum was normalized such that the shape of the modelled flux, after absorption,
matched the observed spectrum around inferior conjunction (figure 2).
The modelled light curve (normalized) is shown in figure 3 (left column), compared to the
observed very high energy flux [18]. In the case that the gamma-ray emission region is located at
the stand-off shock, the flux peaks around phase ∼ 0.79 (inferior conjunction at 𝜙inf = 0.77), similar
to the observed light curve. If the emission region is located at 15 times the binary separation, the
attenuation due to gamma-gamma absorption is much lower, and the flux peaks at phase ∼ 0.96, near
periastron, in contradiction to the observations. The effect on the spectrum is shown in the middle
column of figure 3, for five representative phases. For the emission produced at the shock-front,
the spectrum is highly absorbed around 𝐸 𝛾 = 1 TeV, significantly changing the shape, while the
influence is far less noticeable at greater distances. The predicted photon index, found by fitting a
power-law to the modelled spectrum between 0.2 and 5 TeV, is shown in the right hand column of
3
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The inverse Compton emission was calculated using the approximation given by [13] as
implemented in the naima package [14]. A power-law with exponential cut-off electron spectrum
was used, which was assumed to remain the same at all phases. As with the gamma-gamma
absorption, the photon field is assumed to be the blackbody radiation provided by the companion
star. Unlike the gamma-gamma absorption, we assume the star is a point-like source, and the
scattering is calculated at only a single angle, at each orbital phase.
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Figure 1: Absorption map for LS 5039, shown as exp(−𝜏𝛾𝛾 ). The white line shows the orbit of the compact
object, while the blue circle shows the O type companion star to scale (𝑅★ = 9.3 R ). The maps are calculated
for an inclination of 𝑖 = 13◦ (left) and 𝑖 = 64◦ (right) which would correspond to a compact object in the
mass range of a black hole or neutron star, respectively. The observer is at the bottom of the page.
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Figure 2: The modelled inverse Compton spectrum at inferior conjunction calculated at the stand-off shock
(solid blue line) and at 15 times the binary separation (dotted orange line) compared to the observed very
high energy spectrum between orbital phases 0.45 < 𝜙 ≤ 0.9 (black points and dashed curve) [17].

figure 3. The gamma-gamma absorption at the shock should introduce a significant harder when
fainter effect in the spectrum.

5. Discussion and Conclusions
The modelling of LS 5039 shows that if the emission is produced at the stand-off shock, there
should be a significant absorption at ∼ 1 TeV which should result in the hardening of the spectrum
during the fainter states. These initial results do not take into account the full details of the particle
acceleration and cooling, and the modelled flux, without absorption included, shows a slight harder
when fainter trend, introduced by the change in the spectral shape due to the changing scattering
angle. We have also not considered how systematic effects would influence the detection of the
4
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Figure 3: Modelled gamma-ray emission from LS 5039 at the stand-off shock (top row) and at 15 binary
separations (bottom row). The modelled light curves curves are compared to the observed flux (left column);
the change in the spectrum is shown for different phases, compared to the unabsorbed spectrum (black line;
central column); while the modelled photon index (between 0.2 and 5 TeV) is compared to the observed
photon index (right column). TeV observations from [17, 18], with phases adjusted to 𝑇0 in [16].

photon spectrum. However, the results clearly show, that while the general shape of the modelled
light curve is in approximate agreement with the observed light curves (however there is a poor
fit around phase ∼ 0.4), there should be a significant hardening in the photon index that is not
observed.
These initial results will be expanded to include other sources and investigated further. The
change in the shape of the spectrum points to the possibility of using the future Cherenkov Telescope
Array (CTA; [19]) to detect changes in the spectral energy distribution that may be able to constrain
the location of the gamma-ray emission.
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